
1. pacifier The baby screamed when the pacifierpacifier fell out of her mouth.
2. quartz QuartzQuartz is one of the most common minerals.
3. dissolve I stirred my hot chocolate to help the powder dissolvedissolve faster.
4. optimism It is important to maintain optimisoptimismm, even when something is very difficult. 
5. episode Kamara is only on the second episodeepisode of the show, so don’t spoil the end for her.
6. recite We were required to reciterecite a poem for our English literature class.
7. blizzard Ari’s travel plans were ruined because of the unexpected blizzarblizzardd. 
8. license Most states allow you to apply for a driver’s licenselicense when you are sixteen. 
9. compromise After much discussion, a compromisecompromise between the two teams was finally  
  reached.
10. motorcycle  It is important to wear a helmet when riding a motorcyclmotorcyclee.
11. societies  Different societiessocieties have different cultures and traditions.
12. sympathize  I always try to sympathizesympathize with others, even if I don’t agree with them.
13. deceptive  The advertisement for a free phone is deceptivedeceptive because it doesn’t apply to  
  everyone.
14. citizen  Everett is a citizencitizen of both the United States and England.
15. disease  Doctors are researching a new cure for the diseasdiseasee.
16. glimpsed  Zola and Mazi glimpsedglimpsed at each other when their mom asked who broke the dish.
17. clumsiest  Kal is the clumsiestclumsiest puppy I have ever seen.
18. trousers  The school uniform requires black trouserstrousers and a button-down shirt.
19. browsed  Kalina browsedbrowsed through the aisles of the grocery store.

20. service  The serviceservice at the new restaurant was amazing.

Review Words

21. elaborate  Please elaborateelaborate more on your story.
22. burden  I don’t want to burdenburden you with all of the details.
23. guarantee  I guaranteeguarantee that you will play in the soccer game today.

Challenge Words

24. medicinal  Some natural herbs and plants have medicinalmedicinal properties.
25. internalize  It took Malik a second to internalizeinternalize the kind words that were said about him. 
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